
T1CS_HW1_

SLIDESHOW_

FLASHBACK

T1CS_LITTLE_

EUROPA_

ARRIVAL

Michael walks over to the 

corner of the Tram Station and 

fix the rail card at the ticket 

machine. He then makes his 

way towards the turnstile 

barrier and use the rail card. 

Passing through, he gets 

spotted by the cops. Michael is 

immediately arrested.

T1CR_MICHAEL_

GETS_CAUGHT

TASK 2

Michael’s is stuck in Prison. He 

needs to find a way out

When Michael shakes the jail 

bars (lower right), he finds that 

the bars are loose and need a 

bit of help in coming out.

Michael calls for a meal and 

gets a food tray with a bowl of 

soup.

Michael tries to convince the 

cops to let him out. Giving 

various excuses. Eventually 

the cop gives in and opens the 

door. Michael then makes his 

escape.

T2CR_MICHAEL_

SHAKES_BARS

Michael asks for a meal. The 

food tray of bread and butter 

through the come through the 

food slot.

T2S1 T2S2 T2S3

T2CR_SLIDING_

FOOD_BUTTER

Michael uses the butter to 

lubricate the bar and pull it out.

T2CR_

LUBRICATE_

JAIL_BAR

He squeezes through the open 

space. Freedom!

T2CR_MICHAEL_

CRAWLS_OUT

He spills the soup on the floor 

in front of the door.

T2CR_SLIDING_

FOOD_SOUP

He calls the guard through the 

intercom to come in. The guard 

slips on the soup and gets 

knocked out.

Michael steals the key and lets 

himself out.

T2CR_MICHAEL_

SPILLS_SOUP

T2CR_COP_SLIP

T2CR_MICHAEL_

USES_KEY

TASK 1

Michael’s rail card has been 

damaged somehow, he needs 

to get it fixed.

T1S1

TASK 3

Once Michael is out of the 

prison, he will still need to get 

past the cop standing guard at 

the entrance of Tram Station, 

blocking his way to the Piazza.

T3S2T3S1 T3F1

Michael sees the clock tower 

and gets the idea that the cop 

would investigate a strange 

noise. He uses the clock 

tower's controls to set the bell 

to ring. It works.

Michael uses some trash he 

finds in the garbage pile to 

create a distraction and lure 

the cop away from his post. He 

throws the object and the cop 

moves to investigate the 

sound.

T3CR_CLOCK_

TOWER_RING

The cop leaves his post to 

investigate why the clock tower 

is ringing. Michael sneaks past 

him and enters the Piazza.

Michael sneaks past him and 

enters the Piazza.

T3CR_MICHAEL_

THROWS_AT_

COP

If Michael is seen by the cop, 

he will be thrown back into jail. 

TASK 4

Michael enters the Piazza to 

discover more cops them 

patrolling the area, looking for 

him.

Michael sneaks through the 

Piazza, using the hiding places 

and avoiding the cops. He 

leaves the Piazza and can 

freely make his way to the Ring 

of Roses.

T5CS_PIPER_

AND_

CHRISTOPH

TASK 5

After watching Christoph and 

Piper argue (about all things, 

Michael and why he is a 

wanted man) and then Piper 

storming off in a huff, Michael 

manages to persuade the 

doctor to help him. No 

problem, except Christoph is 

out of anesthetics so he can't 

operate. Michael has to find a 

way to put himself to sleep... 

painlessly.

T5S2T5S1

T4S1

T5F1

Michael spots a digestive pill in 

the Ring of Roses. It seems 

that instead of giving mints with 

their meals like any other 

restaurant, Cameron gives 

digestive pills. 

Michael uses the digestive pill 

on the pill vending machine to 

swap out the sleeping pill. He 

can take the sleeping pill in the 

Choppe Shoppe and then it's 

sweet dreams.

T5CR_MICHAEL_

TAKES_

SUPER_DOZERS

Cameron appreciates a man 

with fine dining taste. Michael 

can choose from the menu 

what dish he wants, gets the 

fish from the fridge and gives it 

to Cameron to make it for him.

When Michael eats the Pillow-

fish in the Choppe Shoppe, he 

will end up in a deep sleep.

T5CR_CAMERON

_COOKS_

AND_SERVES

T5CR_MICHAEL_

EATS_

PILLOW_FISH

Michael takes the wrong pill/

fish and suffers its side effects.

T5CR_MICHAEL_

EATS_FORTNITE

_FISH

T5CR_MICHAEL_

EATS_SEA_HEDG

EHOG

T5CR_MICHAEL_

TAKES_THUNDE

RBELLY

T5CR_MICHAEL_

TAKES_SAUCER_

EYES

OR

OR

OR

T6CS_MICHAEL_

ENTERS_DREAM

TASK 6

Michael enters a strange 

dream where he finds Fran and 

Piper arguing about him. He 

tries to wake up but can't. The 

only way out of this nightmare 

is to make either Fran or Piper 

happy and they will help him 

wake up.

T6S1 T6S2

Michael talks to Piper and 

charms her into a good mood. 

Being a tech geek, Michael 

decides to give her either a toy 

robot / headphones. She 

kisses him, making Fran 

jealous who slaps Michael!

T6CR_PIPER_

KISS_MICHAEL

Michael sweet talks Fran and 

gives her either a pocket watch 

or old book, something that 

Fran as an antique collector 

loves. She shows her 

appreciation by kissing 

Michael... in front of Piper. 

Piper gets mad and slaps 

Michael.

T6CR_FRAN_

KISS_MICHAEL

TASK 7

After Michael wakes up from 

the surgery, Christoph informs 

him that it would be better to 

seek Piper’s advice on the 

bogey. Brute also calls and 

tells Michael to decode the 

bogey or else Fran suffers from 

it. Michael's off to see the Tech 

Wiz, Piper. He finds her 

apartment and now needs a 

way in.

T7CS_MICHAEL_

WAKES_UP

T7S1 T7S2

Piper's intercom has a dodgy 

speaker so Michael needs to 

swap it out with the speaker 

from Fthe apartment building 

next door. Once he does, he 

has to convince Piper (who is 

still furious with him) to let him 

up.

The fire escape looks like an 

alternative to the front door but 

it's crank mechanism is 

missing some gears. And it 

also needs some oil.

He finds the missing gears 

from the storage bins in front of 

the Scrapyard entrance.

He also convinces Jeremiah 

Pitt in front of the Nuclear 

Goat, or Cameron at the Ring 

of Roses to give him the butter. 

This can be used as the oil. 

He then puts the gears on and  

grease up the mechanism so it 

can run smoothly.

Once it has all been put 

together, he lowers the fire 

escape and enters Piper's 

Apartment through the window 

at the balcony.

T7CR_

FIRESCAPE_IS_

LOWERED

T8CS_CREATE_

FAKE_BOGEY

TASK 8

Once Piper has decoded the 

bogey, they discover that 

Unicorp has plans to build a 

mind controlling device. Both 

Michael and Piper agree that 

this information cannot be 

given to Brute so they decide 

to create a fake bogey to give 

him. They decide to recreate 

the bogey's light source.

T8S1

Michael finds a battery in the 

apartment. Now, he needs a 

light source. Luckily Piper has 

a remote control for the toy 

robot that she has. On the 

remote control is a LED light 

which Michael can remove. He 

gives both these components 

to Piper and she whips up a 

fake bogey.

T9CS_DROP_OFF

_BOGEY

TASK 9

Now that Michael has the fake 

bogey, he needs to drop it off 

at the clock compartment for 

Brute

Michael puts the fake bogey 

into a compartment in the clock 

tower controls Now, all he has 

to do is hide.

T9CR_MICHAEL_

PUTS_BOGEY

T9S1

Michael accidentally nudges 

the scaffolding he’s hiding

behind, and a metal pipe drops 

to the ground, making a loud 

noise.

Brute snaps to face the sound, 

wary. Michael hides deeper

into the shadows and Brute 

doesn’t see him.

T9CS_BRUTE_

ENTERS_TRAM_

STATION

Michael then follows Brute into 

the Piazza

T10CS_BRUTE_

ENTERS_PIAZZA

TASK 10

Michael follows Brute into the 

Piazza and sees him take a 

boat into the sewers. Before 

Michael can pursue him, he is 

caught by Pyre who punches 

him out. 

Michael wakes up to find 

himself handcuffed to the 

nearby pipes. Pyre has gone 

off to inform the cops and get 

his bounty. Watching Michael 

is Brycke who Pyre has 

convinced into being a guard.

T10S1 T10S2 T10F1

Michael can sweet talk Brycke 

into helping him escape. 

Brycke cuts Michael's 

handcuffs

T10CR_BRYCKE_

CUTS_

HANDCUFFS

If Michael makes Brycke mad, 

he shows what he thinks of this 

"meat bag" and pees oil on 

Michael. The oil lubricates the 

handcuffs and Michael can slip 

free.

T10CR_BRYCKE_

PEES_OIL

Michael does nothing and the 

cops come to arrest him. 

Michael is thrown into jail.

TASK 11

Michael remembers seeing 

Brute enter the sewer with a 

boat. But the only boat left at 

the docks is missing a form of 

propulsion. It won't move.

T11S1 T11S2

Michael sees an engine 

hanging from the dock crane. 

All he has to do is lower it onto 

the boat using the crane 

controls.

T11CR_

MICHAEL_

LOWERS_

ENGINE

On the flooring of the Piazza 

are bits of metal held together 

by wood. One of the wood is a 

paddle. Great! Only that it is 

nailed to the floor. Michael 

uses a hammer to un-nail the 

paddle and now he can paddle 

his way to Fran's rescue.

T11CR_MICHAEL

_REMOVES_

NAILS

TASK 12

Michael arrives at the sewer 

lair to discover no Brute or 

Fran. There are suspicious 

articles in the lair that resemble 

Fran's character e.g. books, 

wheelchair, etc.

Michael spots a profile chart 

with its photographs missing 

and a keyboard that is missing 

a few keys.

T12S1 T12S2

Michael has to match the 

photos of Christoph, Piper, a 

Cop and Michael himself with 

the profiles (e.g. Mad Doctor, 

Hacker, Police, Thief). Once 

done, he comments that it 

looks like someone had been 

studying them closely.

T11CR_MICHAEL

_USES_ENGINE

Michael then uses the engine 

to power the boat into the 

sewers

Michael picks up the keys and 

fixes them into place. Once 

that's done, he sees a file that 

says to exterminate Piper. 

Shocked, he accidentally 

knocks over a cup of coffee 

onto the keyboard, frying the 

computer and triggering a 

lockdown.

Now he can paddle his way to 

Fran's rescue.

T11CR_MICHAEL

_USES_PADDLE

T12CS_SEWER_

WAREHOUSE_

LOCKDOWN_

COMPLETE_

BOARD

T12CS_SEWER_

WAREHOUSE_

LOCKDOWN_

COMPLETE_

PASSWORD

TASK 13

The lair is under complete 

lockdown. Michael has to find a 

way to raise up the bars so he 

can through the door and save 

Piper before Brute gets his 

hands on her!

T13CR_AI_

OPENS_DOOR

T13S1 T13S1

There's an AI at the door but it 

refuses to let Michael out. 

Michael has to outwit the AI 

into raising up the bars.

Michael finds a crowbar and 

uses it to leverage up the bars 

and prop the bars up. 

T13CR_

CROWBAR_

OPENS_DOOR

Michael runs out the door of 

the sewer lair.

T13CR_EXIT_

SEWER_

WAREHOUSE

TASK 14

Michael enters Piper’s 

apartment and finds her 

strapped to a chair with a 

ticking bomb! There is a crash 

and there is Brute with his back 

to Michael in the doorway. 

Brute turns and it is Fran inside 

the suit! In her hand is the 

bogey. Fran taunts Michael 

and leaves. What? How? 

Why? No time to think! Michael 

has to stop the bomb.

T14S1 T14S2 T14F1

Michael decides to try to 

defuse the bomb. He uses a 

screwdriver to open the bomb's 

casing to reveal the wires 

underneath. He then uses a 

wire cutter to cut the wires.

T14CS_MICHAEL

_THROUGH_

WINDOW

T14CR_BOMB_IS

_DEFUSED

Michael uses the scissors to 

cut the straps and he picks up

the bomb.

T14CR_MICHAEL

_CUTS_STRAPS

Michael decides not to do 

anything or takes too long. The 

bomb explodes.

Michael decides that a ticking 

bomb isn't good to keep 

around. He cuts the straps 

holding the bomb with a knife 

and then throws the bomb out 

the window. The bomb falls 

through the sewer and 

explodes.

T14CR_THROW_

BOMB_OUT

T14CR_MICHAEL

_DOES_NOTHING

T14CS_THE_

SECRET_

MASTERMIND

VIDEO

CUTSCENE

T11CS_BRUTE_

SMASHES_

KEYBOARD
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